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LARGE, UNI-DIRECTIONAL ACTUATION IN DIELECTRIC ELASTOMERS ACHIEVED BY FIBER STIFFENING
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Abstract

Cylindrical actuators are made with dielectric elastomer sheets stiffened with fibers in the hoop direction. When a voltage is applied through the thickness of the sheets, large actuation strains are achievable in the axial direction, with or without pre-straining and mechanical loading. For example, actuation strains of 35.8\% for a cylinder with a prestrain of 40\%, and 28.6\% for a cylinder without pre-strain have been achieved without any optimization. Furthermore, the actuation strain is independent of the aspect ratio of the cylinder, so that both large strains and large displacements are readily actuated by using long cylinders.
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Electroactive polymer (EAP) actuators have been widely studied as artificial muscles for diverse applications, including robotics, motors, adaptive optics, Braille displays, and bioengineering. Within the family of EAP actuators, such as those made of polymer gels, ionic polymer-metal composites, conjugated polymers, carbon nanotubes, electrostrictive polymers and liquid crystal elastomers, dielectric elastomer actuators are considered particularly attractive because they resemble natural muscles, producing fast and large deformation in response to applied voltage.

Achieving large voltage-induced deformation, however, is a practical challenge. When a voltage is applied across the thickness of an elastomer sheet, the sheet reduces its thickness and expands its area. For a stiff elastomer, an applied voltage causes electric breakdown while the deformation is small. For a soft elastomer, an applied voltage may induce a “pull-in” instability such that the elastomer thins down drastically, leading to electric breakdown rather than actuation. The instability is greatly affected by boundary conditions, so that the achievable voltage-induced deformation strongly depends on how the mechanical load are applied. While large voltage-induced deformation has been demonstrated for an elastomer sheet under equal-biaxial forces, only small voltage-induced deformation has been observed for an elastomer sheet under a uniaxial force. Many applications, however, require muscle-like actuators in which a voltage induces large and unidirectional displacement.

In this contribution, we demonstrate that large, unidirectional, voltage-induced displacements can be achieved by using stiff, parallel fibers to constrain the elastomer sheet in the other direction. Our recent work has considered flat fiber-stiffened elastomer sheets, here we demonstrate them in cylindrical actuators, a configuration that is readily constructed and suitable for a variety of applications. We show that large uniaxial actuation strains can be produced, with or without pre-strains and mechanical loads. We further show that, while large voltage-induced strains are achievable for
short cylinders made of elastomer sheets without fibers, large actuation strains can be achieved with cylinders of any length made of fiber-stiffened elastomer sheets. Consequently, cylinders of fiber-stiffened elastomer sheets can be readily actuated to create both large strains and large displacements.

For comparison, we present results for the actuation of cylinders without fiber stiffening (Fig. 1). For a long cylinder subject to an axial force, an actuation strain of 4.5% has previously been reported. In our experiments, each actuator consisted of a sheet of an acrylic elastomer (VHB 4910, 3M company), thickness $H = 1$ mm, with carbon-grease electrodes brushed on both surfaces of the sheet (Fig. 1). The sheet was attached to two short and stiff PVC rings of outside diameter $D = 4.5$ cm. Denote $L$ as the length of the cylinder in the undeformed state. Because of the visco-elastic behavior of the acrylic elastomer, the cylinder was allowed to creep first under a constant force $P$ for 30 minutes. This caused the length of the cylinder to increase from $L$ to $l_{pre}$, giving a pre-strain $\xi_{pre} = (l_{pre} / L) - 1$. Then a voltage $\Phi$ (Gamma High voltage Research, Model NO.: ES40P-5W-DAM) was applied at a fixed ramp rate of 50 V/s, while digital images of the deforming cylinder were recorded. Subject to both the force $P$ and voltage $\Phi$, the cylinder elongated from $l_{pre}$ to $l$, giving an actuation strain $\xi_{act} = (l / l_{pre}) - 1$.

This experiment was repeated for cylinders of three different lengths, $L = 1.0, 4.0, \text{ and } 10.0$ cm, and a constant force $P = 767$ g. The strains produced in the three cylinders by the constant force after 30 minutes before applying the voltage were $\xi_{pre} = 113\%$ 118% and 120%, respectively. The actuation strains increased as the voltage was ramped up as shown in Fig. 1 until electric breakdown occurred. The data showed that the achievable actuation strain was smaller the longer the cylinder (Fig. 1d). The actuation strain achieved was $\xi_{act} = 37.3\%$ for the cylinder of length $L = 1$ cm, but was only $\xi_{act} = 14.3\%$ for the cylinder of length $L = 10$ cm. Inspection of the images recorded
concurrently provided a qualitative explanation for this behavior. When the force $P$ was applied, the elastomer stretched in the axial direction but also narrowed in the radial direction, forming a waist (Fig. 1b). The diameter was narrowest in the centre and widens to match that of the rigid rings at either end indicating that the rings constrained the deformation of the elastomer in their immediate vicinity. When the voltage was applied the cylinder not only increased in length axially but also expanded radially, offsetting the waist produced by the mechanical force alone. For the shorter cylinders, $L = 1.0$ and 4.0 cm, the cylinders could recover the initial central radius under the action of the applied voltages, and even formed wrinkles before electric breakdown (Fig. 1c). For the longest cylinder, $L = 10.0$, however, electric breakdown took place when the actuation strain was relatively small, and the waist was still apparent.

We attribute the large axial actuation strains achieved by the short cylinders to the constraint afforded by the rigid PVC rings at their ends. The situation is similar to a flat elastomer sheet constrained at the top and bottom edges by two rigid clamps. When the sheet is long in the horizontal direction and short in the vertical direction, the rigid clamps constrain the deformation in the horizontal direction, and large actuation strains have been observed in the vertical direction. By contrast, for the longer cylinder, the elastomer away from the PVC rings is unconstrained in the radial direction, and is in effect under only a uniaxial force. For an elastomer sheet under a uniaxial force, the larger the applied force, the smaller the achievable voltage-induced strain. Although the large axial strains achieved with the short cylinders of unstiffened elastomers may be useful, large displacements ($l - l_{pre}$) cannot be achieved this way, unless multiple sections of elastomer cylinders, each separated and constrained by a rigid ring, are connected in series. While this serial configuration may be useful for various forms of articulation, the rigid rings would add considerable mass to the actuator.

These considerations motivated us to explore using parallel fibers to
stiffen the elastomer in the hoop direction so as to maximize actuation strains in the axial direction. The fiber stiffened acrylic was produced by hand, laying up 0.2 mm diameter nylon fibers, spaced 2 mm apart and parallel to one another (Fig. 2). A second sheet of acrylic was pressed down on top of the first sheet, so that the fibers were sandwiched between the two sheets. The fiber-stiffened double sheet was then coated with carbon on both sides, and rolled into a cylinder with the PVC rings at the two ends.

As might be expected, under mechanical load a cylinder of fiber-stiffened elastomer resisted radial deformation and did not form a noticeable waist (Fig. 3). Furthermore, the actuation strain was independent of the length of the cylinder: the data for the cylinders of lengths $L = 10$ cm and 4 cm superimposed. These observations indicate that the closely-spaced fibers prevent elongation in the hoop direction, and the cylinder deforms in the axial direction. Because the actuation strain is independent of the length of the cylinder, both large unidirectional actuation strains and actuation displacements can be readily achieved using long cylinders.

As the actuation strain was independent of the length of the cylinder, for the experimental convenience, we used the short cylinders ($L = 4$ cm) to study the effect of a superimposed mechanical force. Four different mechanical loads, $P = 0, 547, 767$ and 877 g, were used, resulting in pre-strains $\xi_{pre} = 0, 40\%, 80\%,$ and $108\%$, respectively. All four actuators worked well, from the largest actuation strain of 35.8% under a pre-strain of $\xi_{pre} = 0.4$, to the smallest actuation strain of 28.6% under no pre-strain (Fig. 4a). When the applied pre-strain was too large, however, the fibers buckled, and the actuator would gradually lose the advantages of using a fiber-stiffened elastomer (Fig. 4b).

Our finding that a large axial strain can be achieved even without any mechanical pre-strain is of practical importance to the development of dielectric elastomer actuators. It also considerably simplifies the fabrication of
dielectric actuators since there is no need to incorporate structural elements and designs for creating and maintaining large pre-strains in the elastomer material. In addition, it is also anticipated that larger actuation strains will be achievable once the fiber spacing, diameter and stiffening have been optimized.

In summary, we have shown that cylindrical actuators made of fiber-stiffened elastomer sheets produce large uniaxial actuation, even without pre-straining. Furthermore, the actuation strains are independent of the aspect ratio of the cylinder, so that both large actuation strains and large actuation displacements are readily achievable using long cylinders. By contrast, without the fiber stiffening, large actuation strains are only achievable when the applied force is small and when the length of the cylinder is small compared with the diameter of the cylinder. Fiber-stiffened dielectric elastomers are an unusual “product” composite material in that the fibers not only amplify the attainable deformation when an electric field is applied but also suppress electrical breakdown in their immediate vicinity. Also, although the emphasis of the current contribution has been on the use of fibers to create local stiffening, it is anticipated that other means of directional stiffening and enhancing actuation can be realized. These might include laminating a dielectric elastomer with a passive material of anisotropic stiffness, as well as producing anisotropic dielectric elastomers through molecular engineering.
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FIG. 1. Response of cylindrical actuators made of elastomer sheets without fibers. (a) In the reference state, the elastomer is undeformed. (The elastomer is black because of the carbon electrode coating). (b) The cylinder is in a pre-stretched state due to an applied force $P$. Note the formation of a waist in the central region of the actuator. (c) In the actuated state, the membrane is subject to both the force $P$ and voltage $\Phi$. The red ends are stiff rings on which the elastomer is attached. The three states are illustrated with both schematics and photographs of a cylinder of length $L = 4$ cm. Cylinders of length $L = 1$ cm and 4 cm formed wrinkles before electric breakdown. (d) For cylinders of different lengths, the actuation strains were recorded as the voltage was ramped up. The successive data points were recorded at equal time intervals of 10s. Each run of the experiment was terminated at electric breakdown.
FIG. 2. Schematic illustration of the process used to make fiber-stiffened elastomer sheets and a cylindrical actuator. (a) Nylon fibers of diameter 0.2 mm were placed parallel to one another and 2 mm apart on the surface of a sheet of VHB 4905. (b) A second sheet of VHB 4905 was placed on the top and then compressed to bond them together. (c) One surface of the combined sheet was brushed with carbon grease, and rolled onto two short PVP rings of outside diameter 4.5 cm at each end. (d) Carbon grease was also brushed on the outside surface of the cylinder, and conducting wires attached to the carbon-grease electrodes inside and outside of the cylinder to form the complete actuator.
FIG. 3. Actuation of cylinders made of fiber-stiffened elastomer sheets. (a, b, c) Schematics and the photographs of fiber-stiffened cylindrical actuator in the reference state, the prestretched state, and the actuated state. (d) Under a constant force of $P = 767$ g and a prestrain of 80%, the electric actuation strains were measured for cylinders of two different lengths $L = 4$ cm and 10 cm.
FIG. 4. (a) The voltage induced actuation strains for four cylinders with different values of pre-strain, including one not pre-strained. In each case, the maximum strain was limited by electric breakdown. (b) The fibers buckled when the prestrain is too large. The photograph shows the buckling pattern in a cylinder at a pre-strain of 155%.